
Here is the world’s second dumbest question; “Would you be more productive, have a more successful 
business, have better relationships and enjoy life more if you were happier?” 

Happiness is more about confidence and focus than it is about parties and fruity drinks. And, while there 
is much to be said on the topic, here are a few action steps you can take immediately to increase your 
“Happy.”

ACCOMPLISH SOMETHING EARLY.
A happier day begins the night before. Do you ever get to the end of your super busy day and wonder 
what you actually accomplished? You sent and answered emails, put out fires, ran errands, ate lunch, fed 
the dog and did the bidding of the higher ups.

But you never got to the actions that will move your life forward. 

To combat that uneasy feeling, make a plan the night before concerning what you absolutely must 
accomplish the following day. Create that template, join the gym, finish the article or write that report. 

Get up early if you have to but, before you let the chaos take over, focus on your accomplishment and, by 
George, get it done. When you do, your day will be built on a feeling or productivity instead of a gnawing 
sense of wasted days. 

MAKE A PLAN AND GET WITH IT. 

The second is similar to the first but has more to do more with overarching problems that linger in your 
life like a bad relative that moved into the basement. 

There is something about attacking a problem head on. When you stew over your troubles, they swirl 
around in your head in a never-ending cycle of worry and anxiety. But you tend to get a sense of 
excitement from the very first action to defeat it.

Once you have identified what the real culprit is, zero in on what specific steps you need to take to 
defeat it. If the problem is such that you can’t solve it on your own then start making the necessary 
phone calls. This is no time to be passive. You have to get angry and attack with a vengeance. It’s hard to 
worry about a problem when you are busy about solving it. You may even find a surprising sense of bliss 
that creates a new energy and excitement.

Practical Action Steps
You Can Take Now to Be Happier



GET A LITTLE PERSPECTIVE.
Have you ever noticed that many of the problems you had several years ago are not the 
problems you have today? 

You had a horrible boss who made your life a living Hades. You talked about the misery he 
caused all the time and laid awake at night plotting revenge. But, somehow, you moved on and 
got a better position. Yesterday you saw him at Wal-Mart and hardly recognized him, the little 
twerp. But it didn’t matter anymore. You waved and went on your way. 

Proper perspective about the real importance of a matter can help relieve tension and increase 
happiness. What’s really important to you? What, or who, will be there when today’s stress is 
just ancient history a few years from now? 

Minimize the temporary and maximize the things that really matter. Now go jump on the 
trampoline with your kids. They’ll be talking about that when you’re getting around on a walker. 

GIVE.
There is an area in your brain that generates a feeling of pleasure when you give. Scientifically, 
this area is known as the “Gizmo.” In addition, helping someone else gets your mind off of 
yourself for a few minutes which is actually where a lot of the problem is. 

You may not be able to donate millions of dollars to save the starving whales that have been 
sold into slavery but perhaps you could simply tell someone what a great job they are doing. 
You could give an unreasonably large tip for the waitress or bring a cup of coffee to a co-worker 
that is racing the clock. 

Giving is fun and, as I’ve always said, “It is better to give than to receive.” Or maybe that was 
someone else.

GET RID OF THE NEGATIVE.

If you want to have a positive mindset, you’ll have to do that on purpose. Negative makes its 
way into your brain the way water makes its way down the hill. 

Do you have annoying people in your life? Do they constantly correct you, put you down and 
discourage your dreams? Do they cause arguing and strife? If you aren’t married to them or if 
they are not the other half of a conjoined twin then I have but one word of advice to offer; 
delete.

Get rid of negative people and, while you’re at it, get rid of the negative self-talk. Deliberately tell 
yourself that you absolutely will accomplish your goals and eventually you might even believe 
it. When you do believe it then, look out because you are well on your way. 

Plug in positive and instructive audio books and podcasts for listening on your way to work and 
while you are out and about. Soon you’ll notice the negativity in the people you thought were 
normal and you’ll realize how far you have come. 



- Email Matt@MattFore.com 
- Call directly at 423-926-7683. 
- Watch my video at MattFore.com. 

QUIT.
Nobody like a quitter, right? That may be true in sports but for a daily happiness activity, 
quitting is vital. There must be a time when you determine that enough is enough. The work is 
over for the day. Shut it down, turn off the light and go do something else. 

Oh sure the world will probably come to an end. Humanity will be lost if you don’t get those last 
emails done or lay that last brick but, so be it. To your great surprise, you’ll find the sun coming 
up the following morning and your work waiting happily to stress you out on a brand new 
beautiful day. 

So, be a quitter. Perhaps that will give you enough time to do something you’ve needed to do for 
a long time like go out to dinner with what’s her name that you made those promises to. And 
introduce yourself to the kids. 

EAT CHOCOLATE.
Now that you have accomplished something early, made an action plan, gotten a better 
perspective, given something to help someone else, become a quitter and gotten free from those 
horrible people, it’s time to eat chocolate. Dark chocolate.

Dark chocolate triggers your blood vessels to relax which lowers blood pressure. And, it contains 
magnesium which is helpful in fighting depression. That seems almost too good to be true but, 
as the bible says, “Take upon thyself a break and eat dark chocolate.” 1 Confections 8:12. 

THE WORLD’S FIRST DUMBEST QUESTION
“DO THESE STEPS GO UP OR DOWN?”

Matt Fore takes the average conference event or banquet from ho-hum chitchat, dull speeches and 
clanking silverware to hilarious laughter, comradery and an engaging focus on the topic at hand. 

He is a Humorist, Writer, Speaker and Comedy Magician who routinely serves as the main stage 
performer for Corporate, Association and Faith based events around the country as he has for more 
than twenty-four years.  He has performed for Carnival Cruise Lines, The Magic Castle in Hollywood 
and has appeared on several national TV Shows including The Crook & Chase Show on TNN, Fox 
Sports and Swan's Place on Odyssey. Matt is a contributor to Success.com, Entrepreneur.com and is 
the author of two books, "The Five Essential Elements - A Simplified Road to Success," and his very 
popular comedy devotional "The Truth Shall Make You Laugh. He is a lecturer among his peers in 
the areas of entertainment, sleight of hand magic and effective marketing.

- Ask about my Comedy Devotional book, 
   The Truth Shall Make You Laugh 

TO FIND OUT MORE



Daily Happiness Reminder
ACCOMPLISH SOMETHING EARLY

ATTACK YOUR WORST PROBLEM HEAD ON

BALANCE WHAT IS IMPORTANT AND WHAT IS NOT

GIVE

DELETE NEGATIVE PEOPLE AND SELF-TALK

BE A QUITTER

EAT DARK CHOCOLATE

- Email: Matt@MattFore.com 
- Call Directly: 423-926-7683 
- Visit: MattFore.com


